Air Transportable Storage Containers

The Air Transportable Storage Container (ATSC) was designed with the help of Air Force professionals to
eliminate problems and headaches common to air transporting large bulky items. These large ATSC boxes
have been designed to utilize all of the capacity on a 463L aircraft pallet. These Containers are extremely
versatile and are ideal for odd shaped and oversized items that can’t be easily strapped onto a 463L Pallet.
This product is water-resistant, rust proof, vermin proof and an excellent addition for your deployment
requirements. The containers have a lid that is latched to the base to create a water resistant seal. Each
container includes a pressure relief valve so they can be shipped via air. For handling, fork lift pockets are
accessible on sides and handles are on each end of the ATSC.
The ATSC lock together when stacked so that you can get a stable stack in the warehouse. When shipping
them, the lock together design makes a stable stack that can be strapped down with the tie down points
on all corners. When stacked onto the 463L Pallet, the available cubic space is maximized by placing 4 of
the large ATSC boxes, 6 of the medium sized ATSC boxes or 8 of the small ATSC boxes. You can utilize a
various combinations of these boxes to cube out the 463L Pallet.
Description:

Item Number:

Shipping size:

Cubic
Capacity:

Weight:
(LBS)

Qty per
463L:

Standard Colors:

ATSC Small Box

ATSC504148

50” x 41” x 48”

50 cubic ft

180 Pounds

8

Desert Tan or Olive Drab

ATSC Medium Box

ATSC1024132

102” x 41” x 32”

65 cubic ft

300 Pounds

6

Desert Tan or Olive Drab

ATSC Large Box

ATSC1024148

102” x 41” x 48”

100 cubic ft 330 Pounds

4

Desert Tan or Olive Drab
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